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NEW
Updates
This edition has undergone substantial
changes throughout the program to
incorporate the Reading Process Approach
and a middle school look and feel into
the 6th grade literature program. Most
selections are new or altered and the
teaching materials and activities have been
significantly changed as well. The parts and
pieces from this edition are not compatible
with any previous edition.

3rd Edition

2nd Edition
Textbook Snapshot

Content Updates
• Unit themes have been changed from Perspectives, Victories,
and Ventures to Relationships, Knowledge, Courage,
Leadership, Overcoming Evil, and Making Choices.

He passed a large brick schoolhouse
with big windows and children climbing on
little ladders and swinging on swings. No
one jeered at him or noticed him because
he had crossed the street and was walking
close up against the hedge on the other side.
Soon the painted houses ran out, and he was
walking past unpainted cabins. He always
felt better on his travels when he came to
the part of town where the unpainted cabins
were. Sometimes people came out on the
porch when he passed and talked to him.
Sometimes they gave him a piece to eat on
the way. Now he thought they might laugh
and say “What you carryin’, child? A book?”
So he held it close up against him.

• New literature selections have been chosen to match the
new unit themes.
• More genres have been added and now include allegory,
autobiography, biblical epistle, humorous essay, humorous
fiction, informational text, legend, memoir, mystery, myth,
narrative nonfiction, oral history, science fiction, social novel,
speech, and tall tale.

“That’s a school too,” the boy
How is this
said to himself as he stood facing a
school different
small unpainted building with its
door at the end instead of the side,
from the first one
the way cabin doors were. Besides,
he could always tell a school because the boy sees?
it had more windows than a cabin.
At the side of the building two children
were sloshing water out of a tin pail near a
hand pump. One threw a dipper of water on
a dog that came from underneath to bark
at the boy. The school was built on posts,
and a stovepipe came through the wall and
stuck up above the rafters. A rusty tin pipe
ran from the corner of the roof down to the
cistern where the children were playing.
The dog had gone back under the building, so the boy entered the yard and moved
toward the children. If one of them would
work the pump handle, he could wash
the dried blood off his hand. Just when he
reached the cistern, a wild commotion of
barking burst from under the floor of the
school. Half a dozen dogs, which followed
children to school and waited patiently for
lunchtime scraps and for school to be over,
burst from under the building in pursuit of
a pig that had wandered onto the lot. In the
wild chase around the building the biggest
dog struck the tin drainpipe, and it clattered
down the wall and bounced on the cement
top of the cistern. With a pig under the
building and the dogs barking and racing in
and out, the school day ended.

Two dozen or more children raced out
the door, few of them touching the three
steps that led from the stoop to the ground.
Some were calling the names of dogs and
looking under the building. The boy found
himself surrounded by strange inquiring
eyes. Questions came too fast to answer.
“You new here?” “Where you moved to?”
“That your book?” “You comin’ here to
school?” “Kin you read that big a book?”
The boy had put his bruised hand into his
pocket so no one could see it. Some of the
children carried books too, but none were as
big as the one he held close against his side.
Just when the commotion was quieting
down, a man appeared at the schoolhouse
door. The children scattered across the lot
in four directions. “Tell your pa that he
must keep his pig in the pen,” he called to
one child.
Then it was quiet. The boy looked at the
man in the doorway. They were alone now.
The dogs had followed the children. And the
pig, hearing a familiar call from the corner of
the lot, had come grunting from his sanctuary and gone in the direction of the call.
In his many journeyings among strangers the boy had learned to sniff out danger

and spot orneriness quickly. Now, for the
first time in his life away from home, he
wasn’t feared. The lean elderly man with
snow-white hair, wearing Sunday clothes,
came down the steps. “This pipe is always
falling,” he said as he picked it up and put it
back in place. “I need to wire it up.”
“I just wanted to wash my hand. It’s got
dried blood on it where I hurt my fingers.”
“You should have run home.”
“I don’t live in these parts.”
“Here, I’ll hold your book, and I’ll
pump for you.” And the mellow eyes of the
man began to search the boy for answers,
answers that could be found without asking
questions.
“We need warm soapy water,” the
teacher said. “I live right close. Wait ‘til I get
my papers and lock the door, and I’ll take
you home and fix it.”
The boy wanted to follow the man into
the schoolhouse and see what it was like
inside, but by the time he got to the steps
the man was back again, locking the door.
“I usually put the school in order after the
children leave,” he said, “but I’ll do it in the
morning before they get here.”

• Three novel studies on The Book of Three, A Single Shard, and
Island of the Blue Dolphins have been added and make up the
third volume of the teacher edition.
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• The Reading Process Approach has been incorporated
to each selection with reading strategies and instruction
provided before reading, applied during reading, and reinforced after reading.
• Instruction for the writing process has been added for major writing assignments.
• New texts and art have been chosen to give attention to diversity and cultural awareness.
• A teaching cycle that follows four steps (engage, instruct, apply, assess) has been incorporated into the teacher edition.
• Selections, artwork, layout, and design have been adjusted to give the course a middle school look and feel and to distinguish
this course from the elementary school reading line.
• The page count has been reduced from 672 to 575.

New Features
• A Big Question has been added before each selection to relate the selection to the unit theme.
• An essential question (the unit question), an overarching question related to the unit’s theme, has been added to each unit to
guide students toward a biblical worldview about that theme.
• Twelve assessments (six cold-read tests and six-unit tests) have been added, as well as a quiz-like reading check for each
selection.
• The teacher edition includes a greater variety of teaching strategies including whole-class, small-group, and partner activities.
• A Think Again activity has been added to each unit in the teacher edition to take students through the writing process to
develop composition skills.
• Book reports have been added to develop students’ written and oral presentation skills.
• A unit review for each unit has been added in the student activities to prepare students for the unit tests.
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